U.S. economy expands at 2.3% in
second quarter, picking up speed
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The U.S. economy picked up speed between April and June after a winter
crawl, new government data showed Thursday, helped by a boost in
consumer spending that returned the nation to its pace of solid but
unspectacular growth.
Data from the Department of Commerce showed that the economy expanded
at an annualized rate of 2.3 percent in the second quarter, a tick below
market expectations.
“We’re an economy that just can’t get up to highway speed,” said Stuart
Hoffman, the chief economist at PNC Financial Services Group. “It’s a citydriving economy. We’re getting closer to where we want to be, but we’re
getting there slowly.”
The latest numbers show an economy that is benefiting from growing
disposable income — the product of low inflation and falling gasoline prices
— while doing enough to weather the challenges of a strong dollar and
energy investment cutbacks. Growth in the second quarter remained modest,
particularly compared with the breakneck pace seen in much of 2014, but it
also signaled a bounce-back from a surprisingly sluggish start to the year.
The second quarter growth also provides a reassuring note to the Federal
Reserve, whose officials are discussing whether to soon raise interest rates
from near-zero for the first time in seven years. That move would end a
remarkable period of virtually interest-free borrowing that is normally used
only as triage during economic crisis. But any rate hike would be

controversial, because some economists believe the U.S. is still too fragile
— as wage growth remains stagnant — to handle a new obstacle.
The U.S.’s major stock indexes opened down slightly on Thursday in
response to the fresh gross domestic product figures, in part because
investors now figure a rate hike could come as early as September.
Also on Thursday, as part of an adjustment to its formula for measuring
seasonal growth, the Commerce Department tweaked gross domestic
product numbers going back three years. On balance, the revisions revealed
a recovery that is more underwhelming than previously estimated, with
growth averaging a 2 percent, rather than a 2.3 percent, annual pace since
2012.
Still, the revisions also boosted the U.S.’s performance in the first quarter of
2015, turning a 0.2 percent contraction into a 0.6 percent expansion. Some
economists had previously said that the government’s formula for seasonal
adjustments t
In the latest quarter, consumer spending helped drive much of the growth, as
Americans upped their spending by 2.9 percent, buying more cars, clothing,
and furniture. The savings rate also fell slightly, easing concerns that
consumers were behaving too cautiously, stashing away the money that
stemmed from lower prices at the pump. Had spending remained flat
between April and June, the GDP would have grown only 0.3 percent.
Typically consumer spending accounts for two-thirds of U.S. economic
activity, but some analysts say the nation, if anything, is growing even more
reliant on everyday purchases to generate growth. Consumers have fresh
savings at the same time when a stronger dollar is making U.S. goods pricier
overseas — and imports cheaper here. In other words, it’s easier to buy
things in America, and harder to sell them abroad.
“The combination of the stronger dollar and stronger consumer demand will
raise imports and reduce exports,” Scott Hoyt, Moody’s Analytics’ senior
director of consumer economics, said in an e-mail.

Though the strong dollar continues to pose a challenge for U.S. companies,
trade turned in the second quarter from a significant hindrance into a small
boost. Government spending gave the GDP numbers a minor push while
business investment was a slight drag — mostly because of another sharp
contraction in the mining industry.
The numbers released Thursday, measuring the total value of all goods and
services produced by the nation, are preliminary and will be revised twice
more in the coming months. The International Monetary Fund predicts that
the U.S. economy will grow 2.5 percent for the year, an estimate that has
been trimmed slightly over the past few months.
Earlier this month, the IMF cautioned the Fed against raising interest rates
too soon — a recommendation that seems to conflict the Fed’s fairly upbeat
assessment of the economy. The central bank, at its meeting Wednesday,
said the economy was expanding “moderately” while underemployment had
diminished. Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen said recently that any
tightening — as the short-term rate increase is termed — would be done in a
“prudent and gradual manner”ended to deflate first quarter numbers.
“Once the Fed rips off the bandage and it’s done, I think we’ll see the
economy continue to grow,” said Bernard Baumohl, the chief global
economist at the Economic Outlook Group. “The economy can easily
absorb it. I think it’ll probably be more interesting watching paint dry than
watching how the Fed funds rate increases.”
Over the past year, the U.S.’s unemployment rate has fallen from 6.1 percent
to 5.3 percent, the lowest mark during a long and fitful recovery. During that
span the nation has created about 245,000 new jobs monthly. Still, that has
not been accompanied by noticeable wage increases, a major indicator of an
economy at full strength.
“There is a strong case for waiting to raise rates until there are more tangible
signs of wage or price inflation than are currently evident,” the IMF said in a
release at the beginning of the month.
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